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ABSTRACT  
The Snoop protocol is one proposal for improving TCP 
throughput in wireless networks. We investigated the application 
of this protocol in wireless networks and observed that a single 
hop in the wireless network experienced large variations in round 
trip time in a very short period. Without  changes to the Snoop 
protocol to accommodate these dramatic RTT variations, Snoop 
was performing badly compared with regular TCP even when 
there were no packet  losses or errors. The main cause for this is 
premature retransmissions performed by Snoop. We have 
modified the Snoop protocol to avoid these unnecessary 
retransmissions by having a higher local retransmission timeout. 
The results showed us that Snoop benefits from this approach 
which has made a significant performance improvement over 
regular TCP in multihop wired cum wireless networks.  
Keywords 
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1. Introduction 

TCP was designed to run over any packet-switching wired 
networks. TCP provides reliable service without 
overloading the network. Popularity of TCP leads the 
network engineers to apply TCP in wireless technology as 
well. In addition to many services such as flow control, 
congestion management and reliability, TCP attempts to 
provide both an efficient utilization and a fair share of 
network resources. There are various reasons due to which 
TCP performance is not good in wireless environment that 
are  random losses that come from high bit-error rate, low 
and variable bandwidth, and frequent disconnections. 
 The reason is not the retransmission of the lost packets, 
but the congestion control (CC) algorithms that are forced 
to respond to losses. Almost always, TCP assumes that a 
lost packet signals network congestion. TCP is equipped 
with good congestion control mechanism. A congestion 
window (cwnd) is maintained which gives information 
about current estimate of the available capacity of the 
network. At any moment, sender is allowed to send no 
more than cwnd number of segments without any 
acknowledgement from the receiver [14]. As soon as the 
loss is indicated by a timeout, tc-p enters into a slow-start 
phase. When the loss is detected by the sender a receipt of 
three duplicate acknowledgements get from the 
destination, then the system goes into fast recovery. .The 

result is the reduction of the congestion window size. On 
the other hand, whenever a packet loss is due to a 
transmission error, any contraction of the window is 
inappropriate. The outcome is decreased throughput, poor 
utilization of the network resources, and marginal 
performance of the applications. [2].TCP assumes each 
packet loss as a sign of congestion and sets ss threshold to 
half of the cwnd and sender enters again into slow start 
phase. Fast retransmit is a technique used for recovery 
when packet loss is detected before timeout [1].By setting 
the maximum congestion window size as gives maximum 
throughput in most, though not all cases. Changing the 
window size has no effect on throughput for 1-hop flows, 
while it does affect the throughput as the number of hops 
increases [3]. 

2. Snoop Protocol 

Snoop is a TCP-aware link layer protocol. It is designed to 
improve the performance of TCP in the wired-cum-
wireless networks. The Snoop Protocol [4] was designed 
to solve the burst/intermittent packet loss due to high bit 
error rates and short temporary disconnections 
experienced by TCP in wireless link. The main idea of the 
protocol is to cache packets at the base station and 
perform local retransmissions across the wireless 
link .[5]The concept is based on a snoop agent or snoop 
module that is added to the routing code on the base 
station to monitor each single packet passing through the 
connection. The snoop module maintains a cache to 
temporarily store packets sent from the wired network to 
mobile hosts that have not been yet acknowledged by the 
mobile host. For transfer of data from a fixed host to a 
mobile host, modifications are made only to the routing 
code at the base station. These modifications include 
caching unacknowledged TCP data and performing local 
retransmissions based on a few policies dealing with 
acknowledgments (from the mobile host) and timeouts. 
This results in a significant improvement of connection 
performance, without sacrificing the end-to-end semantics 
of TCP, modifying host TCP code in the fixed network, or 
relinking existing applications[5].The base station routing 
code is modified by adding a module, called the snoop, 
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that monitors every packet passing through the connection 
in either direction. When a new packet sent from a fixed 
host arrives at the base station, the Snoop module will add 
it to the cache. Then it forwards the packet to the routing 
code that routes it to the appropriate mobile host. 

3.Background Work 

TCP was originally designed primarily for wired networks. 
In a wired network, random bit error rate, a characteristic 
usually more pronounced in the wireless network, is 
negligible, and congestion is the main cause of packet loss. 
The emerging wireless applications, especially high-speed 
multimedia services and the advent of wireless IP 
communications carried by the Internet, call for 
calibration  and sophisticated enhancement or 
modifications of this protocol suite for improved 
performance. Based on the assumption that packet losses 
are signals of network congestion, the additive increase 
multiplicative decrease congestion control of the standard 
TCP protocol reaches the steady state, which reflects the 
protocol’s efficiency in terms of throughput and link 
utilization. However, this assumption does not hold when 
the end-to-end path also includes wireless links. Factors 
such as high BER, unstable channel characteristics, and 
user mobility may all contribute to packet losses. Many 
studies have shown that the unmodified standard TCP 
performs poorly in a wireless environment due to its 
inability to distinguish packet losses caused by network 
congestion from those attributed to transmission 
errors.[7]In heterogeneous networks, to explicitly 
differentiate the cause of packet loss becomes the primary 
goal of TCP design. Such efforts aim to find an explicit 
way to inform the sender of the cause of packet dropping, 
be it congestion or random errors. Therefore, the sender is 
able to make appropriate decisions on how to adjust the 
congestion window. The standard Reno scheme halves its 
window size when experiencing a packet loss regardless 
of the cause. If the loss is due to network congestion, this 
behavior alleviates network congestion. However, it 
would degrade the performance for random loss. Explicit 
Congestion Notification (ECN), Snoop protocol and their 
combination can be used to improve the performance of 
TCP in Wi-Max network, ECN will help in congestion 
control and SNOOP will retransmit the packets that are 
lost from nodes in between, saving nearly half the 
retransmission time and avoiding the decreasing in 
transmission speed. The performance of these protocols is 
investigated over Wi-Max wireless scenario which 
improves the various parameters of TCP such as 
throughput. The results of the same can be demonstrated 
on NS2 simulator [4].Some researchers have attempted to 
provide solutions at the Data Link Layer (LL), thereby 
attempting to hide the “deficiencies” of the wireless 

channel from TCP. Others have introduced modifications 
to TCP so that it performs better under the new conditions. 
Last but not least, there are a number of proposals for new 
transport protocols, optimized for wireless networks. 
Some proposals are TCP-aware LL protocols, TCP-
unaware LL protocols, Split connection and many more 
[8]. 

4. Simulation Study 

NS2 is a simulation tool widely used by people in the 
network research community. NS2 provides substantial 
support for TCP, routing and other protocols over different 
mediums including wired and wireless networks [6]. The 
Snoop protocol is one among the NS2’s supported 
protocols allowing one to simulate and study the protocol 
behaviour. But the current implementation of Snoop in 
NS2 does not allow simulating a desirable topology where 
the Snoop protocol is highly applicable. The Snoop 
protocol was originally applied in a wired-cum-wireless 
network. For a typical wired- cum-wireless link it is 
assumed that the wired link is more reliable compared 
with the wireless link. The NS2 Snoop implementation 
allows a wired erroneous network simulation to simulate 
the effect of the Snoop protocol. 

 

Fig 1: Wired cum Wireless Scenario. 

In above scenario, we used NS2 to perform the simulation 
of a wired cum wireless Scenario that consist of 6 nodes. 
The three nodes i.e. Nodes1, 2, 3 are wired network and 
node 4,5,6 are in wireless fashion. The base station lies 
between wired and wireless network. We applied Snoop 
protocol on this base station so that it monitors the 
performance of TCP in both environments. The 
parameters  used were two way propagation model, 
802.11 as the MAC, Omni directional antenna and drop 
tail interface queue with  length of 50 for every node. We 
used Destination-Sequenced Distance-Vector Routing 
(DSDV) as the routing algorithm. 
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Fig. 2 Simulation setup flow diagram 

5. Simulation Results 

This section discusses simulation results performed on 
TCP regular flow control and TCP with SNOOP protocols.  

 

Fig. 3: Throughput of TCP regular flow vs TCP for snoop 

The first graph in figure 3 compares the throughput 
between tcp for regular flow and tcp for snoop. It is 
apparent from the graph that the queuing delay plays an 
important role in the simulation. Here queuing delay is the 
duration between a packet leaving the agent and being sent 
on the medium. 

1) It is well illustrated from the graph that the green line 
indicates the snoop behavior and red line indicates the 
regular flow. Initially, due to effect of delay the both flow 
remain constant for certain interval of time after the 
throughput of regular flow increases steady and the 
throughput of snoop flow decreases. After that a little 
variations in their throughput, the regular flow bent down 
slightly and snoop flow bent up due to the effect of snoop 
round trip and queuing delay. After certain interval of time 
they force to remain steady which shows the end of 
simulation but slight increase in the variations of normal 
flow of tcp. 
2)  It is well illustrated from the graph that the effect of 
snoop behavior increases at certain point in compare to 
regular flow which shows the pyramid like bent up the 
throughput green line and pyramid like bent down of red 
line in normal flow due to  by improving the RTT (Re 
transmission Time out ). RTT is the amount of queuing 
delay between nodes and the transmission time of TCP 
packet and ACK packet. But, it is well illustrated from the 
graph that the RTT is not proper in this simulation due to 
the congested network, so there will be various variations 
in the nature of throughput of regular and snoop flow. In 
this simulation, the flow of throughput is not proper and 
steady. There is sudden up and down variations in both 
flows. 

 

Figure 4: TCP window size variation 

Figure 4 graph illustrates the variation in tcp window size 
with respect to time. At initially, it becomes constant and 
steady up to 100 seconds but after it there is sharp increase 
in the behavior of window size due to various variations of 
throughput and at particular time it constantly increase and 
further increase in their behavior . It is due to various 
variation nature of  RTT and queuing delay which always 
try to improve their nature in the whole simulation which 
is clearly apparent from the above graph.  
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Fig. 5: Improved SNOOP flow  

The above graph in figure 5 shows the improved nature of 
snoop flow with compare to regular flow with effect of 
retransmission in congested network. The simulation tries 
to implement higher retransmission timer which further 
helps to boost the snoop performance as compared to 
original approach. It is clearly apparent from the graph 
that the nature of snoop indicated by green line have less 
variations when it is very closer to regular and  it is 
smooth straight line and no dip in the graph indicates that 
when the retransmission timeout is set to very low the 
snoop flow performs better performance at retransmission . 
On the other hand , the performance of snoop throughput 
is quiet high as compare to normal flow which is shown in 
the graph at time 170s which indicates that the behavior of 
snoop is quiet improved in the simulation due to improved 
in nature of RTT and queing delay. The above simulation 
is quiet suitable which shows improved nature of snoop in 
the whole environment. 

6. Conclusion 

In this paper, the snoop protocol has been proposed to 
improve TCP throughput in wired cum wireless network. 
As, TCP suffers from a various problems in wireless 
networks. But our simulation environment is created in 
such a way so that snoop is applied on every node in wired 
as well wireless environment. Firstly by using snoop, the 
performance of TCP decreased due to premature 
retransmissions that occur only because of low 
retransmission time out. But retransmission timeout is set 
high; it shows little improvement in results. We applied 
snoop at every node and proved that snoop helps TCP to 
get better results. our simulation show that the a wireless 
network is more complicated than wired networks with a 
higher error rate. 

7. Future Work  

There are other possible scenarios in which the network 
either can be heterogeneous or homogeneous or network 
can be wireless or wired. We have to understand the 
impact of its semantics with respect to throughput. We 
suggest for future the impact of packet loss due to multiple 
reasons that need further investigation. Especially, when it 
is under same adversity or an attack. Because we do not 
know how snoop will behave when it comes under attack 
and same security is compromised. Therefore, this aspect 
is also need to take care for further future scope. 
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